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  Erroneous vocal behavior of teachers and their changes in the voice production due to poor acoustics in classrooms can be investigated
through recently developed voice-monitoring devices. These devices are portable analyzers that use a miniature contact-microphone glued to the
jugular notch in order to sense the skin acceleration level due to the vibration of the vocal folds. They estimate the Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
at a certain distance from the speaker's mouth provided that a preliminary calibration procedure is performed, the fundamental frequency and the
time dose. Two different devices are compared in this work: the former is a commercial device, whose phonation sensor is a small
accelerometer; the latter, recently developed by the authors, uses an electret condenser microphone to sense the skin acceleration level. SPL and
fundamental frequency are estimated over fixed-length frames and the results that refer to a sample of 25 primary school teachers and a
university professor are analyzed. The duration of the voice and pause periods is investigated in order to detect the peaks of occurrence and
accumulation in different conditions of reverberation. A method for the detection and analysis of the emphatic speech is also proposed.
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INTRODUCTION 

Voice disorders of teachers, from the functional dysphonia to the vocal fold nodules, are likely to result from 
voice abuse, erroneous behaviors in the use of voice and changes in the voice production due to poor acoustics in the 
classrooms where the voice is used.  

According to Astolfi et al. (2012) the higher the voicing time percentage, which teachers exhibit greater than 
other professionals (Masuda et al., 1993; Bottalico and Astolfi, 2012), the higher the possible category of disease 
derived by the phoniatric evaluation. Chan (1994) suggested that teachers would be able to improve their voices if 
they significantly reduced vocal abuses in daily life and practiced specific strategies to maintain classroom order and 
reduce the use of voice in teaching. Bovo et al. (2007) showed as a short group voice therapy, home-controlled voice 
exercises, and hygiene, represent cost-effective primary preventions of voice disorders in teachers and 
Nanjundeswaran et al. (2012) suggested that an individually tailored voice health program may be sufficient to 
prevent voice problems from teaching in healthy student teachers. 

Lyberg Åhlander et al. (2012) discovered that the cause of voice dysfunction in teachers with self-reported voice 
problems is not found in the vocal apparatus or within the individual, but in the interplay of the individual’s 
behavior and the work environment. 

As far as the work environment is concerned, Bottalico and Astolfi (2012) recently investigated vocal doses and 
parameters for primary school teachers and found an increase in speech level and fundamental frequency with an 
increase in background noise level, during traditional lessons. Pelegrín-García and Brunskog (2012) demonstrated, 
under simulated acoustic environments, that teachers in absence of background noise adjust their voice levels under 
different room acoustic conditions and established optimum room acoustic conditions for speaking, while Lyberg 
Åhlander et al. (2011) concluded that the teachers with voice problems are more sensitive to room acoustics and to 
other issues related to the work environment. 

The vocal load of teachers can be presently quantified thoroughly and systematically by means of devices for 
voice monitoring (Hillman and Mehta, 2011). Recent researches have used a miniature accelerometer glued at the 
base of the neck as a phonation sensor for long-term monitoring of vocal function. The National Center for Voice 
and Speech (Popolo et al., 2005a; Popolo et al., 2005b; Švec et al., 2005) and the Massachusetts General Hospital 
(Cheyne, 2003; Hillman et al., 2006; KayPENTAX, 2013), have produced the NCVS dosimeter and APM 3200, 
respectively, while another device named VoxLog has been recently developed at the Linköpings University of 
Sweden (Voxlog, 2013; Wirebrand, 2011). The APM and Voxlog are commercial devices, while the NCVS 
dosimeter is only used for research. These devices estimate the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) at a certain distance 
from the speaker’s mouth, provided that a suitable calibration procedure is performed, the fundamental frequency 
(F0) and the voicing time percentage relative to the total time of monitoring, i.e. the time dose (Dt).  

Two different devices are compared in this work: the former is the APM 3200 and the latter, named Voice-Care, 
has been recently developed by the authors (Carullo et al., 2013a; Carullo et al., 2013b) and uses an electret 
condenser microphone to sense the skin acceleration level.  

The vocal load of teachers is already proved by several studies concerning the time dose measurement: Masuda 
et al. (1993) measured a mean phonation time of 21.5% on elementary teachers over 8 h work, Hunter and Titze 
(2010) found that teachers vocalize an average of 30% over 6 h work compared with 14.5% over 6 h after work, 
while Bottalico and Astolfi (2012) found a voicing time percentages of 26% on average on primary school female 
teachers over 4 h work. 

A time dose of about 25% over 4 h work figures out 1 h of voicing time, which translate to about 9�105 vocal fold 
collisions considering an average value of the fundamental frequency for women of 240 Hz (Bottalico and Astolfi, 
2012). According to Hunter and Titze (2009) the vocal overuse is cause of physiological vocal fatigue which may be 
distinguished in laryngeal muscle fatigue and laryngeal tissue fatigue. The former results in soreness, discomfort, 
and/or muscle tension in the neck region, while the latter likely stems from change or damage to the vocal fold 
lamina propria caused by vibration exposure and results in pain or scratchy voice sensation and/or increased voice 
breaks, instability and inability to produce soft voice.  

If the primary aim in evaluating vocal fatigue is the quantification of the phonation time, an equal remark should 
be devoted to the recovery time, that can be distinguished in long and short-term recovery (Titze et al., 2007; Hunter 
and Titze, 2009). Subjective ratings seem to successfully quantify the effect of vocal loading more than objective 
metrics as proved by Hunter and Titze (2009) which, by means of perceptual ratings, quantified a full long-term 
recovery time from 12 to 18 h after 2-h oral reading. They hypothesized that with daily use of the voice there is a 
continual damage of the laryngeal tissue and the healing mechanism is in a state of constant repair, hence recovery 
time was shown to be similar to a dermal wound healing trajectory. 
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As far as short recovery time is concerned, the minimum silence period for tissues to experience any degree of 
recovery is not known, but the distribution of voicing and silence periods during speech can be important to 
determine which of these periods affects the vocal fatigue (Titze et al., 2007; Hunter, 2010).  

To this aim some questions arise: is a monologue of one h more tiring than speaking three h with longer pauses 
interposed? In a monologue, a typical period of silence exists which allows one to recover more than other periods? 
Room acoustics and noise have influence on the distribution of the voicing and silence periods? 

In the same way as for the long-term recovery, the perceptual rating of vocal fatigue can be used to answer these 
questions and the results are of interest for health-care providers. 

Given the uncertainty in the duration of the recovery process, Titze et al. (2007) began with the investigation of 
the distributions of voicing and silence periods in a typical teacher’s work day. Over two-week monitoring on 31 
subjects, they found the greatest accumulation of voicing periods at work in the (0.316÷1.0) s range and the greatest 
accumulation of silence in the (3÷10) s range. 

The present research aim is to detect the distributions of voicing and silence periods for primary school teachers 
during the workday in classrooms with low and high reverberation time. It is supposed that the length of the voicing 
periods can increase due to the longer sound tail, with consequently increase in the vocal fatigue.  

It is also supposed that teachers rise their voice in classroom to captivate the attention of the pupils. In this case 
they speak with an exaggerated or emphatic inflection (Titze et al., 2003). A method for the detection of the 
distribution of voicing and silence durations within intervals of emphatic speech is also proposed to see if specific 
voice sizes are typical of this inflection.  

DEVICES FOR VOCAL-ACTIVITY MONITORING 

Recently, the National Center for Voice and Speech and the Massachusetts General Hospital carried out the most 
documented researches in this area. They developed two devices which will be hereafter referred as NCVS 
dosimeter and APM 3200, respectively. Another device, named VoxLog, which has been recently developed at the 
University of Sweden, is only described in a technical manual and a Master Thesis. These three devices are based on 
the measurement of the Skin Acceleration Level (SAL) due to the vibration of the vocal folds sensed by a contact 
microphone glued to the neck of the talker through a surgical adhesive or a necklace. The VoxLog also provides a 
microphone to sense the vocal signal and the background noise. The main characteristics of these devices for daily 
monitoring of voice use are reported in Table 1, compared to the Voice-Care device developed by the authors and 
briefly described in the following paragraph. 

Analogous calibration procedures are defined for NCVS, APM 3200 and Voice-Care in order to estimate the 
SPL: the person under monitoring wears the contact microphone while emitting a vocal signal in front of a calibrated 
microphone at a fixed distance from the mouth, then a fitting of the measured data is implemented to extract the 
calibration function SPL vs SAL. SPL estimation for VoxLog is instead obtained from the signal at the output of the 
embedded microphone. 

 The fundamental frequency F0 is estimated using different methods present in literature, while the time dose Dt
is obtained by defining a SPL threshold that allows to separate voiced and unvoiced frames. 

Uncertainty specifications are not available for all the devices. For the parameter SPL, only the calibration 
uncertainty is provided for NCVS dosimeter (5 dB at 95% of confidence level), while for the APM an average error 
of 3.2 dB with a standard deviation of 6 dB was estimated. 

The Voice-Care device 

Voice-Care consists of a wearable light-weight battery-operated data-logger based on a low-cost micro-controller 
board, an Electret Condenser Microphone (ECM Midland MIAE38) used as a contact microphone, and a processing 
program that allows the vocal parameters to be extracted from the recorded signal.Voice-Care platform has been 
developed according to the results of a recent authors’ work (Carullo et al., 2013a) and is fully described in Carullo 
et al. (2013b). 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the Voice-Care. The ECM, fixed to the jugular notch of the person under 
monitoring by means of a surgical band, senses the SAL due to the vibration of the vocal folds. The ECM output is 
amplified and filtered by means of a custom conditioning circuit, which also provides the polarization voltage 
(phantom power) to the ECM. The voltage output of such a circuit is digitized (sampling frequency 19230 Sa/s) 
through the Analogue-to-Digital Converter internal to the microcontroller ATMEL ATmega328, which is installed 
onto a very low-cost ArduinoTM board. The acquired samples are stored into a micro SD-card, then transferred to a 
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FIGURE 2. Example of three calibration results of the Voice-Care device. The SPL is estimated from the RMS value of the 
voltage at the output of the reference microphone, Vrms,MIC. The blue, red and black marks represent the experimental values of 

the three calibrations while the continuous blue, red and black lines represent the correspondent logarithmic calibration functions 
in the SPL range from 68 dB to 105 dB at16 cm from the mouth. The green line is the average calibration function used in the 
monitoring mode to estimate the sound pressure level related to the Vrms,ECM derived from the output of the ECM-based chain. 

The sensitivity with respect to the air-borne transmitted sounds has proved to be negligible for Voice-Care, while 
the body activities of the person under monitoring could affect the output of the Voice-Care chain. Specific tests 
have been carried out to evaluate such effects by monitoring the body activity of the person that wears the Voice-
Care and its exposure to noisy environments while no vocal activity is performed. The effects related to the body 
activities, which are characterized by very low frequency components, are minimized through the use of a digital 
high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz.  

The calibration of APM 3200 was carried out using a calibrated reference microphone at 15 cm from the 
teacher’s mouth in a small dead room according to the manufacturer instructions. The reference microphone has 
been previously calibrated using a pure tone @ 1 kHz against a B&K 2222 sound level meter. 

The results of the long-term monitoring with the two devices are summarized in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows the 
histograms of the occurrences of the voiced frames detected by the Voice-Care device and the APM 3200, in terms 
of SPL @  1 m from the teacher’s mouth. For the Voice-Care the histogram starts from a value that corresponds to 
the electrical noise floor, i.e. 44 dB, while the most occurring value is at 70 dB, that is a reasonable value during a 
lesson in a large university classroom without wearing a microphone matched to a speech reinforcement system 
(ISO 9921, 2003). Results by APM are in agreement with those by Voice-Care, with a noise floor at 40 dB and the 
most occurring value at 68 dB. Changes in the percentage of occurrence between the two lessons can be due to the 
different typology of lessons hold in two different days. 

The occurrences of the fundamental frequency F0 in the monitored intervals are shown in Figure 3(b) for the two 
devices. The histograms only refer to the voiced frames, since according to the described algorithm a zero value is 
assigned to the parameter F0 during unvoiced frames. The obtained values are in the range from 75 Hz to about 
480 Hz, as expected for a female talker (Titze et al., 2003). A good agreement is shown between the two devices. 

The parameter Dt is 31.8% for Voice-Care and 33.3% for APM: results are very similar for the two devices, and 
the difference is expectable since the observation times are associated to two different lesson. The values can 
represent the way of speaking during a conference, with the characteristic of a long-term monologue. 

DISTRIBUTION OF VOICING AND SILENCE PERIODS FOR TEACHERS 

The distribution of the voicing and silence periods has been obtained from the same samples of vocal activity of 
the primary school teachers involved in the work by Bottalico and Astolfi (2012). They investigated the vocal doses 
(Titze et al., 2003) and the vocal parameters of 35 primary school teachers (32 females and 3 males) in six schools in 
Italy with the APM 3200 over a 73 working-day samples of 4 h each (66 for females and 7 for males). They 
estimated the mean value of the SPL @ 1 m over the working day, obtaining an average value of 62.1 dB for the 
females and 57.7 dB for the males. 
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FIGURE 4. Ensemble averages of the histograms for (a) voice and silence occurrences over 4 hours, for specific durations, and 
(b) the voice and silence accumulation in seconds, for the same occurrences, for the teachers in group A (18 samples). Error bars 

indicate standard deviation across samples. 

FIGURE 5. Ensemble averages of the histograms for (a) voice and silence occurrences over 4 hours, for specific durations, and 
(b) the voice and silence accumulation in seconds, for the same occurrences, for the teachers in group B (24 samples). 

Titze et al. (2007) represented the occurrences of voicing and silence periods taking into account the frame 
lengths typical of the speech rhythms and pauses, that led to the adoption of a logarithmic scale with bin duration of 
a half decade of logarithmic time in the range from 0.0316 s to 104 s. Over two weeks monitoring on 31 teachers 
using the NCVS dosimeter, they found two equal peaks of occurrences for voicing at work in the bins 
(0.0316÷0.1) s and (0.10÷0.316) s, and for silence in the bin (0.0316÷0.10) s. The greatest accumulation of voicing 
periods has been found in the bin (0.316÷1.0) s and the greatest accumulation of silence periods in the bin 
(3.16÷10) s. The same results by Titze et al. (2007) have been found for the two groups of teachers of our work by 
clustering data in 5 bins of a half decade of logarithmic time in the range from 0.0316 s to 10 s. No significant 
difference has been found for the two groups of schools. 

The shortest bin (0.0316÷0.10) s includes voicing and silence periods below and up to the phonemic segmental 
level, the bin (0.10÷0.316) s includes voicing and silence periods at the phonemic and syllabic level, the bin 
(0.316÷1.0) s includes voicing and silence periods at the word and sentence level, the bin (1.0÷3.16) s includes 
all-voiced sentences and pauses between sentences, and the bin (3.16÷10) s includes sustained phonations and 
pauses between sentences (Titze et al., 2007; Zellner, 1994). 

In conclusion, from the analysis of the distributions of the voicing and silence periods for the two groups of 
schools A and B, any significant difference does not emerge between the schools if the voicing and silence periods 
are clustered in 5 logarithmic bins related to speech rhythms and pauses, as proposed in Titze et al. (2007). As found 
in their research, the greatest occurrence of voicing is in the speech intervals below the phonemic segmental level up 
to the syllabic level, and the greatest occurrence of silence corresponds almost to the same interval.  
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